Wednesday, June 27

9:00AM-9:30AM  Registration
9:30AM-10:15AM  Opening Remarks and Orientation
10:30AM-12:00PM  Session 1: Experts as Activists
                  --“Field Activism” by Catherine Bliss
                  --“Engineers’ Perceptions of the Nature of Technology: The Case of Greek Practitioners and Students of Engineering” by Nicholas Sakellariou
                  --“Craft, the Professional-Amateur, and the Political: On the Creation of a New Place Between the Art/Craft Divide and Activism” by Elena Solomon

12:15PM-1:30PM  Lunch Keynote: Juan Gilbert

1:45PM-3:45PM  Workshop 1: “Activism beyond the interface: The Sandbox Project” by Roberta Buiani and Alessandra Renzi

3:45PM-5:15PM  Session 2: Technology for Democracy
                  --“Technology as Public Good: A Course for Social Reconstruction” by Dane A. Dell
                  --“Prime III, One Machine, One Vote: Separate Is Not Equal” by Jerone Dunbar, Jessica N. Jones, Juan E. Gilbert
                  --“A Solution to Historical Issues in Voter Registration and Verification” by Jerone Dunbar, Phillip Hall, Dekita Moon, Juan E. Gilbert

Thursday, June 28

10:00AM-11:30AM  Session 3: Bodies and Power in Society
                  --“Body Hacktivism - Toward a Posthuman Body” by Bábara Nascimento Duarte
--“A Body That Shows Me Death’: Body Modification and Dysmorphia in Music Videos” by Michelle C. Forelle
--“Alternative Identities: Women, Sexuality and Altporn” by Paige F. MacGregor

11:30AM-1:00PM  Workshop 2:  “Toolkit for Regenerative Urban Ecologies” by Scott Kellogg

1:00PM-2:30PM  Lunch

2:30PM-4:30PM  Session 4:  “3Helix Panel” by 3Helix teachers and fellows

4:30PM-6:00PM  Session 5:  Critical Practice: Courses, Symposia, and Project
--“USE-IT” by Wanda Eugene
--“Integrating Technology Learning with a Community-Based Approach to Social Justice in Northern Haiti” by Tiffany Barnes
  (Presented by Wanda Eugene)
--“ChangeLab: Computational Expression For Community Engagement” by Shaundra Daily

6:00-7:00PM  Dinner

7:00PM  Evening Keynote in Troy’s Sanctuary for Independent Media: PLOTS

Friday, June 29

9:00AM-10:30AM  Session 5:  Theorizing Technoscience as Activism
--“La Cultura Cura en Nuestra Escuela: A Narrative Inquiry of Ancestral Knowledge and Computer Science Learning Para El Buen Vivir Comunitario en El Sereno by Cueponcaxochitl Dianna Moreno Sandoval and Cliff Lee
--“Online Learning and Fan Activism” by Michael Lachney
--“The Technical Occupation of Ethics: What the Technologies of the Occupy Movement Can Teach Us About Ethics” by Todd Woodlan
10:30AM-12:00PM  
**Session 6:** Science for the people  
--“Opening the Black Box of a ‘People’s Science’: some participatory notes from the stem cell frontier” by Ruha Benjamin  
--“Reconceptualizing Science Literacy: Designing Science Museum Exhibits as Sites for Critical Inquiry” by Marcia Davitt  
--“Arduino goes to summer camp” by Cara Wiblemo, Ashley Driscoll

12:00PM-1:00PM  
**Lunch**

1:00PM-2:30PM  
**Workshop 3:** “RepRaptivism - Pedagogy and Application of OS3DP” by David St. John, Eric Furjanic, Erich W. Schienke, Mark Shriver

2:30PM-3:00PM  
**Session 7:** Rethinking Environmental Health  
--“From Toxic Loans to Toxic Homes: A Technoscientific Link Between Domestic Chemical Exposure and Contemporary U.S. Housing Crises” by Nick Shapiro and Brandon Costelloe-Kuehn  
--“From Global to Local: The Civic Epistemologies of Urban Climate Change” by Michael Mendez  
--“The Need for Theories of Scale in Activism” by Max Liboiron

3:00PM-5:00PM  
**Session 8:** The Internet and Activism  
--“The Emergent Image: Towards Collective Witnessing & Action” by Mona Kasra  
--“The 15M movement in Spain, the rise of techno-politics and emerging network-subjectivity production” by Arnau Monterde  
--“The Day That Took SOPA Down - A Grounded Theory Analysis of Elements Leading to Black Wednesday” by Jeremy Pesner  
--“Internet Access: Not Quite a Human Right” by Emily Lawrence